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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0209675A1] 1. Coin sorting machine, with a receiving container (10) serving for the insertion of the coins (18) to be sorted, a separating
device (14, 16) for separating the coins (18), a conveyor device (26) for guiding the separated coins (18) onwards along a movement path (20)
downstream of the separating device (14, 16), along which movement path a number of sorting stations (34 to 34') without their own identification
function are arranged one behind the other for the sorting of coins of different values, one sorting station being provided for each coin value, of which
stations each one has an actuable deflection member (48, 48') for deflecting the coins (18) from their movement path (20) and a collecting container
(36, 36') for the deflected coins (18), and a single identification device (32) arranged before the first sorting station (34) for identifying the coins (18)
to be sorted and for distinguishing the latter from coins (18) to be rejected, which identification device (32) generates characteristic identification
signals for the individual coins (18), as a result of which identification signals, in each case at the time when a coin (18) to be sorted arrives at the
appropriate sorting station (34 to 34'), the deflection element (48 to 48') allocated to this sorting station (34 to 34') is actuable, characterized in that
the identification device (32) is connected to the individual sorting stations (34 to 34') via delay elements which can be affected as a function of the
conveyor movement of the conveyor device (26) and via which delay elements the allocated identification signals can be supplied to the sorting
stations (34 to 34') in synchrony with the progressive movement of the coins (18).
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